
It’s really hard to choose between high-pressure volubi-
lity or pure exhibitionism when it comes to saying what 
it is that drives the exuberant figures that Saverio Lu-
cariello paints, sculpts or simply exposes to our dumb-
founded gaze. 

What is exchanged there, in the course of all kinds of 
unexpected metamorphoses, partakes of an eloquence 
whose meaning we have pretty much lost sight of, and 
that is constantly reminding us of our twofold organic 
and orotund nature, lacing and interlacing possibly pri-
mitive times as much as a reputedly learned age whose 
weary and standardised pranks are running out of steam 
in the new salons of culture and art. 
The truth is that Saverio Lucariello belongs to no “age,” 
and even if his age is, nevertheless, the age of art and 
artists, then he plays on it in a hybrid manner that is gra-
ting or sensual, shocking or offhand, free of the bitter-
ness or headiness that divides contemporaries, depen-
ding on what they are celebrating, on whether they are 
welcoming or dreading the end. In other words, Saverio 
Lucariello is neither “modern” nor “postmodern” nor any 
pre-this or post-that, and his contemporaries are to be 
found in all sorts of nooks and crannies of art history, 
from Bosch to Baroque to De Dominicis, from Gracian 
to Manganelli via Carmelo Bene. 

A ticklish chap, he likes to tickle and sometimes irritate 
our artistic and intellectual itches, a bit like those han-
ging, twirling tufts of hair that goad his classical Venu-
ses and his sublime Gold Cube.

          Jean-Pierre Cometti
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PROGRAMMATION 2009:
30 January / 7 March: Joachim Mogarra // Project Room: Taro Izumi

March / April: Julien Bismuth / jacques Villeglé
April / May: Boris Achour
April / June: La Force de l’Art 2 
                     (with Boris Achour, Gilles Barbier, Alain Bublex, Virginie Yassef)

June / July: Pilar Albarracín


